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Abstract—Fuzzy classifiers are suited for pattern classification
when there exist a large amount of imprecision, uncertainty and
ambiguity in the patterns. One such fuzzy classifier is based on
the possibilistic fuzzy membership function used for measuring
the degree of class belongingness. However, the performance of
possibilistic classifier depends heavily on the cluster parameters
such as the 3-dB point and the parameter that controls the degree
of fuzziness in the cluster. In this paper, we develop an iterative
method for tuning these parameters so that the performance of
the classifier is improved. The classifier considered in our work
is a multi-prototype classifier and includes options for rejecting
patterns that are ambiguous and/or do not belong to any class.
In our proposed scheme, the slopes of the membership function
are suitably varied via parameter tuning so that the membership
of a pattern to a cluster in which it actually belongs is maximized
while that to other classes are forced to be as small as possible. We
evaluate our method using the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset
(WBCD). The results show that the recognition rate is improved
by as much as 8% when the cluster parameters are tuned.

Keywords—fuzzy classifiers; possibilistic membership; multi-
prototype classifier; fuzziness; parameter tuning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pattern recognition is one of the most popular and useful
field of research in computer science. The two main tasks in-
volved in any pattern recognition system are feature extraction
followed by classification. Classification assigns input data into
one or more of all the pre-specified pattern classes. Generally,
a classifier may be crisp or fuzzy depending on the nature of
decision making rule and the number of classes to which a
pattern is assigned.

A crisp classifier classifies a pattern to only one pattern
class, if not rejected, on the basis of hard decision. However,
incorrect classification of input patterns is one problem that
is encountered in many intelligent decision systems. This
happens because it is sometimes difficult to assign an input
pattern to a definite class due to imprecision, ambiguity and
uncertainty. The crisp nature of a classifier fails to take into
account of such situations. Fuzzy set theory [1] may handle
this vagueness suitably. In the past few decades, fuzzy set
has been used extensively for recognition of complex and
ambiguous patterns [2], [3]. Fuzzy set approaches are based on
the measurement of the degree of belongingness of a pattern in
every pattern class. The measure of the extent of belongingness

of an input to a class is given by its membership grade to that
class. A fuzzy classifier, therefore, is based on soft decision
and assigns an input pattern to multiple classes with different
values of class-membership.

Nonetheless, the performance of a fuzzy classifier is gov-
erned by the membership function used to measure the class-
membership of an input pattern. For a given membership
function, proper choice of function parameters is important
to achieve the best classification results. This issue has been
addressed in [4]–[9]. Through a series of work [4]–[7], Abe
et al have developed algorithm for tuning the ‘3-dB point’
parameter for all clusters in a fuzzy classifier that uses the
possibilistic membership function proposed in [10]. A classifier
with ellipsoidal regions that dynamically generates clusters is
presented in their work. Using the training data for each cluster,
the centroid and the covariance matrix of each ellipsoidal
region are calculated. Then the slopes of the membership
functions are tuned successively until there is no improvement
in the recognition rate of the training data. If, by doing so,
the number of data belonging to a class that are misclassified
exceeds a prescribed number, a new cluster with each of these
misclassified data are formed. In [8], the input and output
spaces of a given set of numerical data is first divided into
fuzzy regions. Fuzzy rules are then generated from the given
data. Finally, based on both the generated rules and linguistic
rules of human experts, a combined classification rule is
generated. SVM-like training methods has been employed
in [9] for tuning membership functions of a fuzzy classifier.
In the first stage, the slopes of the membership functions are
tuned so that the margin between classes is maximized. In the
second stage, the membership function is tuned for each class
so that the margin between the class and the remaining classes
are maximized.

In this paper, we present an algorithm for parameter
tuning in a multi-prototype possibilistic classifier with reject
options. The references cited above did neither deal with multi-
prototype classifier nor considered tuning of the parameter that
controls the degree of fuzziness. Also, no provision for pattern
rejection in the classifier has been considered. In view of this,
we propose a method for simultaneous tuning of both the
parameters that control the slope and width of the possibilistic
membership function. Two rejection rules are also considered
so as to minimize the rejection rate, in addition to the reduction
in error rate. Training patterns are used for tuning the cluster



parameters and hence, this may be considered as a supervised
approach. A detailed description of our proposed method is
given in Section II. Experimental result in support of our
proposed algorithm is given in Section III. Finally, we draw
our conclusion in Section IV.

II. PROPOSED PARAMETER TUNING ALGORITHM

A. Multi-prototype Posibilistic Classifier

Classifiers are generally designed with prototype vectors
representing all the different pattern classes under consid-
eration. An input pattern is assigned to that class whose
prototype matches the best with the input pattern vector. The
prototype vector, therefore, needs to be a good representative
for the whole class of pattern. However, intra-class variation
is very common in most real world patterns and so a single
prototype per class may not be enough. In such cases, multiple
clusters may be a better option to model a class of patterns.
Consequently, the pattern class is represented by multiple
prototype vectors obtained as the centroids of all the clusters
that form the whole class. Such a classifier is known as ‘multi-
prototype’ classifier.

The advantage of using soft decision rather than crisp
decision in pattern recognition has been highlighted above.
When there exist a large amount of imprecision, uncertainty
and ambiguity in the patterns, it is difficult to assign an input
pattern to a definite class deterministically. A soft decision-
based fuzzy classifier is the most suitable choice in such a
situation. In such a classifier, for a given input pattern, we find
the degree by which it may belong to a particular class. This
degree of belongingness is measured in terms of some fuzzy
membership grade. One such fuzzy membership function is the
possibilistic membership function proposed by Krishnapuram
and Keller in [10]. A fuzzy classifier that is based on this
possibilistic measure is termed as possibilistic classifier. The
possibilistic membership measure of an input data xn to the
jth cluster of the ith class, represented as Xij , is given as

µij(xn) =
1

1 +
(
d2(xn,yij)

ηij

) 1
m−1

(1)

where yij is the prototype representing the cluster Xij . The
parameter m controls the degree of fuzziness in the cluster.
The parameter ηij , referred to as the ‘3-dB point’, is given as

ηij = K

∑N
n=1 µij

m(xn) d
2(xn,yij)∑N

n=1 µij
m(xn)

(2)

where N is the total number of data vectors and K is a
constant, generally taken to be unity. However, we observe
a ‘chicken and egg’ paradox in the above two equations –
calculation of membership grade requires the knowledge of
the 3-dB point parameter and vice versa. This is taken care
of in the classifier design process. Given a set of training
data belonging to a particular class, multiple prototypes rep-
resenting that class is generated through clustering. For a
possibilistic classifier, prototype generation via possibilistic
clustering [10] is recommended. The ‘3-dB point’ parameters,
necessary for calculating the possibilistic membership values,

may be obtained using the membership values calculated using
the fuzzy membership function in [11], given as

µij(xn) =
1∑Ci

l=1

(
d2(xn,yij)
d2(xn,yil)

) 1
m−1

(3)

where Ci is the number of clusters corresponding to the ith
class. The clustering process finally yields prototype vectors
corresponding to the cluster centroids along with the ‘3-
dB point’ parameter values. For the jth cluster of the ith

class, they are denoted as yij and ηij , respectively. The other
parameter m that controls the degree of fuzziness is generally
fixed to any particular value greater than 1; commonly taken to
be 2 for simplicity. Thus, the possibilistic classifier is defined
in terms of the set of all the prototype vectors along with these
two parameters for all clusters of all the pattern classes under
consideration.

B. Classification Strategy with Reject Options

Suppose, the set of data given for class i be represented
by X (i). If the number of clusters that may be formed from
X (i) is Ci, then

X (i) = Xi1 ∪ Xi2 ∪ · · · =
Ci⋃
j=1

Xij (4)

where Xij is the jth cluster in class i with centroid yij . The
possibilistic membership grade of an input vector xn in cluster
Xij is µij(xn) which is evaluated using (1). In fuzzy set theory,
the membership of an element in the set of union of two or
more sets is the maximum of the memberships of the element
in each of the component sets. The membership grade of xn
in class i, hence, is given as

νi(xn) = max
j=1,2,··· ,Ci

µij(xn) (5)

Thus, we can have the membership grades of the input xn in
all the K classes. The input may subsequently be classified to
that class for which its membership grade is maximum. That
is, xn will be classified to class i if νi(xn) ≥ νq(xn), ∀ q 6= i.

However, the classification strategy defined above essen-
tially makes our classifier a crisp classifier. The advantage of
using fuzzy classifier is that ambiguous and uncertain patterns
can be handled more elegantly than that in a crisp classifier.
This may be accomplished by incorporating some criteria to
reject uncertain and ambiguous pattens, as described below.

• Membership rejection: This occurs when the input
pattern does not belong to any of the classes, i.e.
when the input corresponds to a noise or is a loose
pattern. Generally, such outliers will have very low
membership grade to all the classes. Accordingly, we
now state our first rejection criterion as “reject an input
pattern if the membership grade of the pattern in at
least one of the clusters does not exceed a threshold
Tmemb”.

• Ambiguity rejection: This occurs when at least one
class-membership grade (except the highest one) is



very close to the highest one. A hard classifier is
incapable of taking into account such marginal differ-
ence, while a possibilistic classifier with reject option
can efficiently reject such ambiguous case. So, we
may now state our second rejection criterion as “reject
an input pattern if the ratio of the second maximum
membership grade of the pattern across all the classes
to the first maximum is not below a threshold Tambg”.

C. Parameter Tuning

For a given set of class prototypes Y = {yij}, the
membership of any input pattern to a cluster depends on cluster
parameters, as seen in (1). For the jth cluster of the ith class,
these parameters are the 3-dB point ηij and the parameter
m that controls the degree of fuzziness in that cluster. The
parameter ηij is the squared distance from the cluster prototype
yij at which the value of the membership function of the
cluster is half (hence the name ‘3-dB point’). It implies
that this parameter relates to the overall size of the cluster
and is also referred to as the ‘band-width’ of the possibility
distribution. Therefore, the width of the membership function
increases with increasing ηij . At the same time, the slope of the
membership function decreases with increasing ηij and vice-
versa. The slope of the membership function also depends on
the other parameter m that controls the degree of fuzziness.
For a fixed ηij and m = 1, the membership function assumes
unity for distances less than√ηij and zero for distances greater
than √ηij , with a sharp transition at a distance √ηij . This is
the situation when the cluster essentially turns into a crisp
cluster. On the other hand, for m = ∞, the cluster becomes
completely fuzzy with membership value half at all non-zero
finite distances. That means, the membership function is flat
along the value 0.5. Thus, the performance of a possibilistic
classifier depends heavily on these two parameters that control
the slope and width of the membership function.

The parameter values finally obtained in the classifier
design process (i.e., during clustering) may not be always
appropriate resulting in high rate of misclassification as well
as rejection. In view of this, we propose a supervised learn-
ing algorithm for tuning these two parameters. In this pro-
posed approach, we begin with a set of labeled training
data (with known class labels). The patterns belonging to a
particular class are further partitioned into clusters on the
basis of their distances from the class prototypes – an ith

class pattern xn belongs to the jth cluster of that class if
d(xn,yij) < d(xn,yil), ∀ l 6= j. Thus, the total set of
training patterns is split into a number of discrete and disjoint
clusters Xij , i = 1, 2, · · · ,K, j = 1, 2, · · · , Ci, where K is
the total number of pattern classes and Ci is the number of
clusters representing the ith class. The idea is to tune the
cluster parameters thereby varying the slope and width of
the membership function of every individual cluster in such
a way that the membership of a pattern to a cluster in which
it actually belongs is maximized while that to other classes
are forced to be as small as possible. By increasing the value
of ηij , the degree of membership of a pattern in that cluster
increases. Thus, the formerly misclassified data belonging to
that cluster may now be correctly classified. On the other hand,
some correctly classified data belonging to other classes may
now be misclassified (or rejected). So, an appropriate value
of ηij that maximizes the overall classification rate is sought

for. At the same time, a suitable choice for m that maximizes
the classification rate is also desired. Accordingly, different
clusters may be assigned different degrees of fuzziness and
the parameter controlling the degree of fuzziness in different
classes will be different. Let, this parameter for the cluster Xij
be denoted as mij .

Let, xn be an input training data belonging to the jth

cluster of the ith class. Then its membership in the cluster
to which it actually belongs is given as

µij(xn) = [1 + hij(xn)]
−1 (6)

where we take

hij(xn) =

(
d2(xn,yij)

ηij

) 1
mij−1

(7)

Higher the value of hij(xn) is, lower is the membership
µij(xn). Now, we observe the following.

• If hij(xn) > minl 6=j hil(xn), membership of xn is
more in a cluster for class i different from cluster
number j. Therefore, change in ηij and mij does not
affect classification of xn.

• If hij(xn) ≤ minl 6=j hil(xn) < minq 6=i hql(xn),
change in ηij and mij does not affect classification of
xn. If increase in hij(xn) causes µij(xn) < µql(xn),
there will be some other cluster of class i, say the kth
cluster, such that µik(xn) > µql(xn). So, the input
will still be correctly classified.

• Else, it is required to make the membership grade
µij(xn) greater than all µql(xn) for all q 6= i. Also,
it is required to have µij(xn) greater than or equal
to Tmemb to avoid membership rejection. That means,
we require to have

hij(xn) < min
q 6=i

hql(xn)

(8)

and hij(xn) ≤ 1

Tmemb
− 1

Therefore, the upper bound for hij(xn) due to the input xn is

hij,up(xn) = min

[
1

Tmemb
− 1,min

q 6=i
hql(xn)

]
(9)

Now, we find a set of upper bounds for hij(xn) from all
xn ∈ Xij and arrange them in ascending order as hij,up[1] ≤
hij,up[2] ≤ hij,up[3] ≤ · · · and so on. From this, it is evident
that for patterns belonging to cluster Xij

1) IF hij(xn) < hij,up[1] for all xn ∈ Xij , THEN there
will be no misclassification or membership rejection.

2) IF hij,up[K − 1] ≤ maxxn∈Xj
hij(xn) < hij,up[K],

THEN at most K − 1 data will be misclassified or
rejected.



3) IF hij,up[K−1] ≤ hij(xn) < hij,up[K], for all xn ∈
Xij , THEN exactly K − 1 data will be misclassified
or rejected.

Proceeding in a similar manner, we find the lower bounds
of hij(xt) for all training patterns xt not belonging to class i.
Suppose, an input xt belongs to class q 6= i. Then xt will be
misclassified to class i if

hij(xt) < min
l
hql(xt) (10)

So, it is desired to have the membership grade µij(xt) less than
at least the maximum of µql(xt). Also, it is required to have
µij(xt)/ (maxl µql(xt)) less than or at most equal to Tambg
to avoid ambiguity rejection with respect to the ith class. That
means, we require to have

hij(xt) > min
l
hlq(xt)

(11)

and hij(xt) ≥ 1 + minl hql(xt)

Tambg
− 1

Since 0 < Tambg < 1, we have

max

[
1 + minl hql(xt)

Tambg
− 1,min

l
hql(xt)

]
=

1 +minl hql(xt)

Tambg
− 1 (12)

Therefore, the lower bound for hij(xt) due to the input xt is

hij,low(xt) =
1 +minl hql(xt)

Tambg
− 1 (13)

Now, we find a set of lower bounds for hij(xt) from all
xt not belonging to class i and arrange them in descending
order as hij,low[1] ≥ hij,low[2] ≥ hij,low[3] ≥ · · · and so on.
From this, likewise, we can deduce that

1) IF hij(xt) > hij,low[1] for all xt not belonging to
class i, THEN there will be no misclassification to
cluster Xij or ambiguity rejection.

2) IF hij,low[K
′] < minxt

hij(xt) ≤ hij,low[K
′ − 1],

where the minimum is taken over all xt not belonging
to class i, THEN at most K ′ − 1 data will be
misclassified to cluster Xij or rejected.

3) IF hij,low[K
′] < hij(xt) ≤ hij,low[K ′− 1] for all xt

not belonging to class i, THEN exactly K ′ − 1 data
will be misclassified to cluster Xij or rejected.

Now let, d1 = maxxn∈Xij d(xn,yij). Then, we set our
first equation for parameter tuning as

max
xn∈Xij

hij(xn) =

(
d21
ηij

) 1
mij−1

= K1 (14)

where K1 is some real constant the choice of which will
depend on certain conditions and requirements, as discussed
below. In a similar fashion, we obtain our second equation for
parameter tuning as

min
xt

hij(xt) =

(
d22
ηij

) 1
mij−1

= K2 (15)

where d2 = minxt
d(xt,yij), minimum taken over all patterns

xt not belonging to class i, and K2 is some real constant
chosen as per our requirements discussed below. Solving these
two equations we obtain the values of the two unknown
parameters mij and ηij as

mij = 1 +
log
(
d21
d22

)
log
(
K1

K2

) (16)

ηij = antilog

log d21 − logK1

log
(
d21
d22

)
log
(
K1

K2

)


= antilog

log d22 − logK2

log
(
d21
d22

)
log
(
K1

K2

)
 (17)

The question that now remains is the proper choices for
K1 and K2. Let, K1 and K2 be chosen such that

hij,up[K − 1] ≤ K1 < hij,up[K]

(18)
and hij,low[K

′] < K2 ≤ hij,low[K
′ − 1]

Then, following our discussion earlier, the total number of
misclassification and rejections can be as high as K+K ′− 2.
Now consider three different cases.

• d1 > d2: This suggests that we must choose K1 and
K2 such that K1 > K2 while the total misclassifica-
tion and rejections K + K ′ − 2, as given in (18), is
minimum.

• d1 < d2: This suggests that we must choose K1 and
K2 such that K1 < K2. Since it is always possible
to find a K1 less than hij,up[1] and a K2 greater
than hij,low[1] while conforming to our requirement
K1 < K2, we conclude that it is possible to tune
the parameters to such values that there is no mis-
classification or rejection of training patterns. This
matches to our expectation since d1 < d2 means there
is no overlap between clusters, and so it is obviously
possible to classify all patterns correctly.

• d1 = d2: This suggests that we must choose equal
K1 and K2, i.e. K1 = K2, in such a way that the
total misclassification and rejections K +K ′ − 2, as
given in (18), is minimum. However, since the two



parameter tuning equations given by (14) and (15) are
same, only one equation is available here. So, it is not
possible to solve the equation for values of both the
parameters ηij and mij . Therefore, we propose to fix
any one of the two parameters to some suitable value
and calculate the other.

So far we have discussed the rules for tuning the parameters
of one cluster Xij . The above procedure may now be applied
to other clusters one after the other and their parameters be
tuned to suitable values. Starting with some initial ηij and
mij for all the clusters, the process is conducted iteratively till
there is not much improvement in the classification accuracy
rate. Initial value of ηij may be taken to be that obtained in the
last stage of possibilistic clustering during the classifier design
process, while a suitable choice for initial mij is 2.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to test the performance of our proposed algorithm,
we perform experiment on a real dataset, viz. Wisconsin Breast
Cancer Dataset (WBCD), available at UCI Machine Learning
Repository [12]. The dataset consists of 699 patterns belonging
to two classes: 458 patterns belonging to ‘Benign’ class and
241 patterns belonging to ‘Malignant’ class. Each data is
represented by 9 features which are clump thickness, unifor-
mity of cell size, uniformity of cell shape, marginal adhesion,
single epithelial cell size, bare nuclei, bland chromatin, normal
nucleoli, and mitoses. All these features are integer-valued in
the range 1 to 10.

In our experiment, we first divide the available data into
a training dataset and a test dataset. The training dataset
consists of 305 Benign and 161 Malignant data, while the test
set consists of the remaining 153 Benign and 80 Malignant
patterns. It has been established in [13] that the number of
clusters that model the Benign class appropriately is 2 and
that for the Malignant class is 4. Accordingly, we apply
possibilistic clustering on the training data to generate two
prototypes representing the Benign class and four prototypes
for the Malignant class. The two clusters formed from the set
of training Benign patterns include 116 and 189 data while
the Malignant training set is split into four clusters of size
34, 38, 41 and 48. The ‘3-dB point’ parameter obtained for
each cluster at the end of the clustering process, using (2), is
tabulated in Table I. The parameter that controls the degree
of fuzziness is fixed to 2 for all the clusters during the
clustering process. With the classifier so designed, the training
patterns and the test patterns are classified using possibilistic
classification with reject options, as described above. The
results so obtained are given in Table II and Table III. Next,
we apply our proposed algorithm to tune the cluster param-
eters. After two rounds of iteration, the parameter values are
modified as tabulated in Table IV. The classification results
obtained at this stage are given in Table V and Table VI.
As we observe, many of the training Benign patterns are
misclassified or rejected before the classifier is tuned. After
tuning, these Benign patterns are classified correctly but at the
cost of some misclassification/rejection of Malignant patterns.
Nevertheless, the overall classification accuracy rate increases
by approximately 8% while both misclassification rate and
rejection rate decrease by about 4% each. The test patterns also

show a similar trend with about 6% increase in classification
accuracy.

TABLE I. INITIAL PARAMETER VALUES

Parameters Benign Class Malignant Class

η11 η12 η21 η22 η23 η24
3-dB Point

11.18 4.75 46.75 70.50 66.91 49.34

Fuzziness m11 m12 m21 m22 m23 m24

Controller 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00

TABLE II. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR TRAINING PATTERNS
BEFORE PARAMETER TUNING

Input Assigned Class Accuracy Misclass. Reject
Class Benign Malignant Reject Rate Rate Rate

Benign 242 30 33 79.34 9.84 10.82

Malignant 0 160 1 99.38 0.00 0.62

Overall 86.27 6.44 7.29

TABLE III. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR TEST PATTERNS BEFORE
PARAMETER TUNING

Input Assigned Class Accuracy Misclass. Reject
Class Benign Malignant Reject Rate Rate Rate

Benign 128 11 14 83.66 7.19 9.15

Malignant 0 80 0 100.00 0.00 0.00

Overall 89.27 4.72 6.01

TABLE IV. FINAL PARAMETER VALUES

Parameters Benign Class Malignant Class

η11 η12 η21 η22 η23 η24
3-dB Point

46.96 71.02 86.42 92.28 52.99 63.64

Fuzziness m11 m12 m21 m22 m23 m24

Controller 2.0134 2.0133 2.0084 2.0012 2.0083 2.0125

TABLE V. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR TRAINING PATTERNS
AFTER PARAMETER TUNING

Input Assigned Class Accuracy Misclass. Reject
Class Benign Malignant Reject Rate Rate Rate

Benign 292 9 4 95.74 2.95 1.31

Malignant 1 150 10 93.17 0.62 6.21

Overall 94.85 2.15 3.00

TABLE VI. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR TEST PATTERNS AFTER
PARAMETER TUNING

Input Assigned Class Accuracy Misclass. Reject
Class Benign Malignant Reject Rate Rate Rate

Benign 147 4 2 96.08 2.61 1.31

Malignant 1 76 3 95.00 1.25 3.75

Overall 95.70 2.15 2.15

IV. CONCLUSION

Appropriate choice of parameters that define the member-
ship function of a fuzzy classifier is important for the clas-
sifier to work with high efficiency and reliability. Therefore,
parameter tuning is essential before a fuzzy classifier can be
used. In view of this, an algorithm for tuning parameters in



a multi-prototype possibilistic classifier is presented. The two
parameters on which the classification in a possibilistic classi-
fier depend are the ‘3-dB point’ parameter and the parameter
that controls the degree of fuzziness. We have also incorporated
two criteria for rejecting uncertain and ambiguous patterns, viz.
membership rejection and ambiguity rejection. Experimental
results show that our proposed algorithm is efficient enough
to improve the classification ability of the classifier. Thus, our
proposed algorithm proves to be an efficient tool for tuning
parameters in a possibilistic classifier.
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